Muslims hate terrorism!

They also hate:

People who tell you they went to an Ivy league school within 10 seconds of meeting them
That one lady who has to dig through her huge bag to find her metro card
When a certain NYC drugstore chain has 3 registers but only one cashier
When the deli guy doesn’t put enough schmear on the bagel
Straphangers who read text messages over your shoulder
Getting out that last bit of toothpaste in the tube
Hipsters who wear winter hats in the summer
People who type using their index fingers
People who clip their fingernails in public
Kitten ears on cell phone cases
The pickling of everything
Stepping in grody slush
Telemarketers
Emoticons
Landlords
Kale

For more visit: www.themuslimsarecoming.com

This is just small print. We’re not actually saying anything important here. We basically can’t believe you’re still reading this little blurb.